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Abstract—It is well recognized that the Internet has become
the largest marketplace in the world, and online advertising is
very popular with numerous industries, including the traditional
mining service industry where mining service advertisements are
effective carriers of mining service information. However, service
users may encounter three major issues – heterogeneity, ubiquity,
and ambiguity, when searching for mining service information
over the Internet. In this paper, we present the framework of a
novel self-adaptive semantic focused crawler – SASF crawler,
with the purpose of precisely and efficiently discovering, formatting, and indexing mining service information over the Internet,
by taking into account the three major issues. This framework
incorporates the technologies of semantic focused crawling and
ontology learning, in order to maintain the performance of this
crawler, regardless of the variety in the Web environment. The
innovations of this research lie in the design of an unsupervised
framework for vocabulary-based ontology learning, and a hybrid
algorithm for matching semantically relevant concepts and metadata. A series of experiments are conducted in order to evaluate
the performance of this crawler. The conclusion and the direction
of future work are given in the final section.
Index Terms—Mining service industry, ontology learning,
semantic focused crawler, service advertisement, service information discovery.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

T is well recognized that information technology has a profound effect on the way business is conducted, and the Internet has become the largest marketplace in the world. It is estimated that there were over 2 billion Internet users in 2011,
with an estimated annual growth of over 16%, compared with
360 million users in 20001. Innovative business professionals
have realized the commercial applications of the Internet both
for their customers and strategic partners, turning the Internet
into an enormous shopping mall with a huge catalogue. Consumers are able to browse a huge range of products and service
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advertisements over the Internet, and buy these goods directly
through online transaction systems [1]. Service advertisements
form a considerable part of the advertising which takes place
over the Internet and have the following features:
A. Heterogeneity
Given the diversity of services in the real world, many
schemes have been proposed to classify the services from
various perspectives, including the ownership of service instruments [2], the effects of services [3], the nature of the service
act, delivery, demand and supply [4], and so on. Nevertheless,
there is not a publicly agreed scheme available for classifying
service advertisements over the Internet. Furthermore, whilst
many commercial product and service search engines provide
classification schemes of services with the purpose of facilitating a search, they do not really distinguish between the
product and the service advertisement; instead, they combine
both into one taxonomy.
B. Ubiquity
Service advertisements can be registered by service providers
through various service registries, including 1) global business
search engines, such as Business.com2 and Kompass3, 2) local
business directories, such as Google™ Local Business Center4
and local Yellowpages®5, 3) domain-specific business search
engines, such as healthcare, industry and tourism business
search engines, and 4) search engine advertising, such as
Google™6 and Yahoo!®7 Advertising Home [5]. These service
registries are geographically distributed over the Internet.
C. Ambiguity
Most of the online service advertising information is embedded in a vast amount of information on the Web and is described in natural language, therefore it may be ambiguous.
Moreover, online service information does not have a consistent
format and standard, and varies from Web page to Web page.
Mining is one of the oldest industries in human history,
having emerged with the beginning of human civilization.
Mining services refer to a series of services which support
mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction activities [6]. In
Australia, the mining industry contributed about 7.7% of the
2http://www.business.com/
3http://www.kompass.com/
4http://www.google.com/local/add/businessCenter/
5http://www.yellowpages.com/
6http://www.google.com/
7http://www.yahoo.com/

Australian GDP between 2007 and 2008, to which the field
of mining services contributed 7.65% [6]. Since the advent of
the information age, mining service companies have realized
the power of online advertising, and they have attempted to
promote themselves by actively joining the service advertising
community. It was found that nearly 50,000 companies worldwide have registered their services on the Kompass website.
However, these mining service advertisements are also subject
to the issues of heterogeneity, ubiquity and ambiguity, which
prevent users from precisely and efficiently searching for
mining service information over the Internet.
Service discovery is an emerging research area in the domain of industrial informatics, which aims to automatically or
semi-automatically retrieve services or service information in
particular environments by means of various IT methods. Many
studies have been carried out in the environments of wireless
networks [7]–[9] and distributed industrial systems [10]. However, few studies have been planned for industrial service advertisement discovery in the Web environment, by taking into
account the heterogeneous, ubiquitous and ambiguous features
of service advertising information.
In order to address the above problems, in this paper, we propose the framework of a novel self-adaptive semantic focused
(SASF) crawler, by combining the technologies of semantic focused crawling and ontology learning, whereby semantic focused crawling technology is used to solve the issues of heterogeneity, ubiquity and ambiguity of mining service information,
and ontology learning technology is used to maintain the high
performance of crawling in the uncontrolled Web environment.
This crawler is designed with the purpose of helping search engines to precisely and efficiently search mining service information by semantically discovering, formatting, and indexing
information.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we
review the related work in the field of ontology-learning-based
focused crawling and address the research issues in this field; in
Section III, we present the framework of the SASF crawler, including the mining service ontology and metadata schema and
workflow of this crawler; in Section IV, we deliver a hybrid
concept-metadata matching algorithm to help this crawler semantically index the mining service information; in Section V,
we conduct a series of experiments in order to empirically evaluate the framework of the crawler; and in the final section, we
discuss the features and the limitations of this work and propose
our future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly introduce the fields of semantic focused crawling and ontology-learning-based focused crawling,
and review previous work on ontology learning-based focused
crawling.
A semantic focused crawler is a software agent that is able
to traverse the Web, and retrieve as well as download related
Web information on specific topics by means of semantic technologies [11], [12]. Since semantic technologies provide shared
knowledge for enhancing the interoperability between heterogeneous components, semantic technologies have been broadly
applied in the field of industrial automation [13]–[15]. The goal

of semantic focused crawlers is to precisely and efficiently retrieve and download relevant Web information by automatically
understanding the semantics underlying the Web information
and the semantics underlying the predefined topics. A survey
conducted by Dong et al. [16] found that most of the crawlers
in this domain make use of ontologies to represent the knowledge underlying topics and Web documents. However, the limitation of the ontology-based semantic focused crawlers is that
the crawling performance crucially depends on the quality of
ontologies. Furthermore, the quality of ontologies may be affected by two issues. The first issue is that, as it is well known
that an ontology is the formal representation of specific domain
knowledge [17] and ontologies are designed by domain experts,
a discrepancy may exist between the domain experts’ understanding of the domain knowledge and the domain knowledge
that exists in the real world. The second issue is that knowledge
is dynamic and is constantly evolving, compared with relatively
static ontologies. These two contradictory situations could lead
to the problem that ontologies sometimes cannot precisely represent real-world knowledge, considering the issues of differentiation and dynamism. The reflection of this problem in the field
of semantic focused crawling is that the ontologies used by semantic focused crawlers cannot precisely represent the knowledge revealed in Web information, since Web information is
mostly created or updated by human users with different knowledge understandings, and human users are efficient learners of
new knowledge. The eventual consequence of this problem is
reflected in the gradually descending curves in the performance
of semantic focused crawlers.
In order to solve the defects in ontologies and maintain
or enhance the performance of semantic-focused crawlers,
researchers have begun to pay attention to enhancing semantic-focused crawling technologies by integrating them with
ontology learning technologies. The goal of ontology learning
is to semi-automatically extract facts or patterns from a corpus
of data and turn these into machine-readable ontologies [18].
Various techniques have been designed for ontology learning,
such as statistics-based techniques, linguistics (or natural language processing)-based techniques, logic-based techniques,
etc. These techniques can also be classified into supervised
techniques, semi-supervised techniques, and unsupervised
techniques from the perspective of learning control. Obviously,
ontology-learning-based techniques can be used to solve the
issue of semantic-focused crawling, by learning new knowledge
from crawled documents and integrating the new knowledge
with ontologies in order to constantly refine the ontologies.
In the rest of this section, we will review the two existing
studies in the field of ontology learning-based semantic focused
crawling.
Zheng et al. [19] proposed a supervised ontology-learningbased focused crawler that aims to maintain the harvest rate
of the crawler in the crawling process. The main idea of this
crawler is to construct an artificial neural network (ANN) model
to determine the relatedness between a Web document and an
ontology. Given a domain-specific ontology and a topic represented by a concept in the ontology, a set of relevant concepts
are selected to represent the background knowledge of the topic
by counting the distance between the topic concept and the other

concepts in the ontology. The crawler then calculates the term
frequency of the relevant concepts occurring in the visited Web
documents. Next, the authors used the backpropagation algorithm to train a three-layer feedforward ANN model. The first
layer is a linear layer with a transfer function
. The
number of input nodes depends on the number of relevant concepts. The hidden layer is a sigmoid layer with a transfer function
. There are four nodes in the hidden layer.
The output layer is also a sigmoid layer. The output of the ANN
is the relevance score between the topic and a Web document.
The training process follows a supervised paradigm, whereby
the ANN is trained by labeled Web documents. The training
will not stop until the root mean square error (RMSE) is less
than 0.01. The limitations of this approach are: 1) it can only be
used to enhance the harvest rate of crawling but does not have
the function of classification; 2) it cannot be used to evolve ontologies by enriching the vocabulary of ontologies; and 3) the
supervised learning may not work within an uncontrolled Web
environment with unpredicted new terms.
Su et al. [20] proposed an unsupervised ontology-learningbased focused crawler in order to compute the relevance scores
between topics and Web documents. Given a specific domain
ontology and a topic represented by a concept in this ontology,
the relevance score between a Web document and the topic is
the weighted sum of the occurrence frequencies of all the concepts of the ontology in the Web document. The original weight
of each concept
is
, where is
a predefined discount factor, and
is the distance between the topic concept and . Next, this crawler makes use
of reinforcement learning, which is a probabilistic framework
for learning optimal decision making from rewards or punishments [21], in order to train the weight of each concept. The
learning step follows an unsupervised paradigm, which uses the
crawler to download a number of Web documents and learn statistics based on these Web documents. The learning step can be
repeated many times. The weight of a concept
to a topic in
learning step is mathematically expressed as follows:

(1)
is the number of Web documents in which
occurs,
where
is the number of Web documents in which
and co-occurs,
is the total number of Web documents crawled, and
is the number of Web documents in which occurs. Compared
with Zheng et al. [19]’s approach, this approach is able to classify Web documents by means of the concepts in an ontology,
to learn the weights of relations between concepts, and to work
in an uncontrolled Web environment thanks to the unsupervised
learning paradigm. The limitations of Su et al.’s approach are:
1) it cannot be used to enrich the vocabulary of ontologies; 2)
although the unsupervised learning paradigm can work in an
uncontrolled Web environment, it may not work well when numerous new terms emerge or when ontologies have a limited
range of vocabulary.
By means of a comparative analysis of the two ontologybased focused crawlers, we found a common limitation, which

is that none of the two crawlers is able to really evolve ontologies by enriching their contents, namely their vocabularies. It
is found that both of the approaches attempt to use learning
models to deduce the quantitative relationship between the occurrence frequencies of the concepts in an ontology and the
topic, which may not be applicable in the real Web environment.
When numerous unpredictable new terms outside the scope of
the vocabulary of an ontology emerge in Web documents, these
approaches cannot determine the relatedness between the new
terms and the topic, and cannot make use of the new terms
for the relatedness determination, which could result in the decline in their performance. Consequently, in order to address this
research issue, we propose to design an innovative ontologylearning-based focused crawler, in order to precisely discover,
format and index relevant Web documents in the uncontrolled
Web environment.
III. SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND WORKFLOW
In this section, we introduce the system architecture and the
workflow of the proposed SASF crawler. It needs to be noted
that this crawler is built upon the semantic focused crawler designed in our previous research [11], [12]. The differences between this work and the previous work can be summarized as
follows.
• Our previous research work created a purely semantic focused crawler, which does not have an ontology-learning
function to automatically evolve the utilized ontology. This
research aims to remedy this shortcoming.
• Our previous work utilized the service ontologies and the
service metadata formats, especially designed for the transportation service domain and the health care service domain. In this research, we design a mining service ontology and a mining service metadata schema to solve the
problem of self-adaptive service information discovery for
the mining service industry.
An overview of the system architecture and the workflow is
shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the SASF crawler consists of
two knowledge bases – a Mining Service Ontology Base and a
Mining Service Metadata Base, and a series of processes, as well
as a workflow coordinating these processes. In the rest of this
section, we will introduce the two knowledge bases and each
process in this workflow.
A. Mining Service Ontology Base and Mining Service
Metadata Base
The Mining Service Ontology Base is used to store a mining
service ontology, which is the representation of specific mining
service domain knowledge. Concepts in the mining service ontology are organized in a hierarchical structure, and these concepts are associated by a generalization/specialization relationship, and are organized in the form of a four-level hierarchy.
Fig. 2 shows the first and second level of the concepts in the
mining service ontology. Each concept in the mining service ontology represents a mining service sub-domain, and is defined
by three properties – conceptDescription, learnedConceptDescription, and linkedMetadata, which are expressed as follows:
• The conceptDescription property is a datatype property
used to store the textual descriptions of a mining service

Fig. 1. System architecture and workflow of the proposed self-adaptive semantic focused crawler.

Fig. 2. The mining service ontology.

concept, which consists of several phrases in order to concisely summarize the discriminate features of the corresponding mining service sub-domain. The contents of each
conceptDescription property are manually specified by domain experts and this will be used to calculate the similarity
value between a mining service concept and a mining service metadata.
• The learnedConceptDescription property is a datatype
property that has a purpose similar to that of the con-

ceptDescription property. The difference between the two
properties is that the former is automatically learned from
Web documents by the SASF crawler.
• The linkedMetadata property is an object property used
to associate a mining service concept and semantically
relevant mining service metadata. This property is used
to semantically index the generated mining service
metadata by means of the concepts in the mining service ontology.

The Mining Service Metadata Base is used to store the
automatically generated and indexed mining service metadata.
Mining service metadata is the abstraction of an actual mining
service advertisement published in a Web document. The
mining service metadata schema follows a structure similar
to the health service metadata schema defined in our previous
work [12], by which mining service metadata comprise two
parts – mining service provider metadata and mining service
metadata. Mining service provider metadata is the abstraction
of a service provider’s profile, including the service provider’s
basic introduction, address, contact information, and so on.
Mining service metadata has the properties of serviceDescription and linkedConcept, which are stated as follows.
• The serviceDescription property is a datatype property,
which contains the texts used to describe the general features of an actual service. The contents of this property are
automatically extracted from the mining service advertisements by the SASF crawler. This property will be used for
the subsequent concept-metadata similarity computation.
• The linkedConcept property is the inverse property of the
linkedMetadata property, which stores the URIs of the semantically relevant mining service concepts of mining service metadata. It needs to be noted that mining service
metadata and mining service concepts can have a many-tomany relationship.
In addition, mining service metadata and a relevant mining
service provider metadata are associated by an object property
of isProvidedBy, and this association follows a many-to-one relationship, because in fact, a service provider can provide more
than one service.
B. System Workflow
In this section, we will introduce the system workflow of the
SASF crawler step-by-step, as shown in Fig. 1. The primary
goals of this crawler include: 1) to generate mining service
metadata from Web pages; and 2) to precisely associate between the semantically relevant mining service concepts and
mining service metadata with relatively low computing cost.
The second goal is realized by: 1) measuring the semantic
relatedness between the conceptDescription and learnedConceptDescription property values of the concepts and the
serviceDescription property values of the metadata; and 2)
automatically learning new values, namely descriptive phrases,
for the learnedConceptDescription properties of the concepts.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the first step is preprocessing, which
is to process the contents of the conceptDescription property of
each concept in the ontology before matching the metadata and
the concepts. This processing is realized by using Java WordNet
Library8 (JWNL) to implement tokenization, part-of-speech
(POS) tagging, nonsense word filtering, stemming, and synonym searching for the conceptDescription property values of
the concepts.
The second and third steps are crawling and term extraction. The aim of these two processes is to download Web
pages from the Internet at one time ( will be explained in
Section IV-B), and to extract the required information from the
8http://sourceforge.net/projects/jwordnet/

downloaded Web pages, according to the mining service metadata schema and the mining service provider metadata schema
defined in Section III-A, in order to prepare the property values
to generate a new group of metadata. These two processes are
realized by the semantic focused crawler designed in our previous work [11], [12].
The next step is term processing, which is to process the content of the serviceDescription property of the metadata in order
to prepare for subsequent concept-metadata matching. The implementation of this process is similar to the implementation
of the preprocessing process. The major difference is that term
processing does not need the function of synonym searching for
two major reasons: 1) the synonyms of the terms in the conceptDescription properties of concepts have already been retrieved
in preprocessing; and 2) the computing cost of the synonym
searching for the terms in the serviceDescription property is relatively high and this may influence the scalability of the SASF
crawler, as term processing is a real-time process.
The rest of the workflow can be integrated as a self-adaptive
metadata association and ontology learning process. The details of this process are as follows: first of all, the direct string
matching process examines whether or not the contents of the
serviceDescription property of metadata are included in the conceptDescription and learnedConceptDescription properties of a
concept. If the answer is ‘yes’, then the concept and the metadata are regarded as semantically relevant. By means of metadata generation and association process, the metadata can then
be generated and stored in the mining service metadata base
as well as being associated with the concept. If the answer is
‘no’, an algorithm-based string matching process will be invoked to check the semantic relatedness between the metadata
and the concept, by means of a concept-metadata semantic similarity algorithm (introduced in Section IV). If the concept and
the metadata are semantically relevant, the contents of the serviceDescription property of the metadata can be regarded as a
new value for the learnedConceptDescription property of the
concept. The metadata is thus allowed to go through the metadata generation and association process; otherwise the metadata is regarded as semantically non-relevant to the concept. The
above process is repeated until all the concepts in the mining service ontology have been compared with the metadata. If none of
the concepts is semantically relevant to the metadata, this metadata is regarded as semantically non-relevant to the mining service domain and will be dropped.
It needs to be noted that only the conceptDescription property
values of the concepts can be used in the algorithm-based string
matching process, due to the fact that the semantic relatedness
between the concept and the metadata is determined by comparing their algorithm-based property similarity values with a
threshold value. If the maximum similarity value between the
serviceDescription property value of a metadata and the conceptDescription property values of a concept is higher than the
threshold value, the metadata and the concept are regarded as semantically relevant; otherwise not. Hence, the threshold value
can be viewed as the boundary for determining whether or not
the serviceDescription property value of the metadata is semantically relevant to a conceptDescription property value of a concept, and the conceptDescription property values of this concept

can be viewed as the foundation for constructing this boundary.
On one hand, this boundary is relatively stable, as both the
threshold value and the conceptDescription property values are
relatively stable; on the other hand, the maximum similarity
values between the conceptDescription property values and the
learnedConceptDescription property values are relatively dynamic (within the interval [threshold, 1] according to the algorithm introduced in Section IV). Therefore, the learnedConceptDescription property values of the concepts cannot be used in
the algorithm-based string matching process and can only be
used in the direct string matching process.
IV. CONCEPT-METADATA SEMANTIC SIMILARITY ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce a novel concept-metadata semantic similarity algorithm to judge the semantic relatedness
between concepts and metadata in the algorithm-based string
matching process (Fig. 1). The major goal of this algorithm is to
measure the semantic similarity between a concept description
and a service description. This algorithm follows a hybrid pattern by aggregating a semantic-based string matching (SeSM)
algorithm and a statistics-based string matching (StSM) algorithm. In the rest of this section, we will describe these two algorithms in detail.

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the assignment in the bipartite graph
problem.

make use of a model introduced by Dong et al. [23] to normalize the result into the interval
, which can be expressed
as follows:

A. Semantic-Based String Matching Algorithm
The key idea of the SeSM algorithm is to measure the text
similarity between a concept description and a service description, by means of WordNet9 and a semantic similarity model.
As the concept description and the service description can
be regarded as two groups of terms after the preprocessing and
term processing phase, first of all, we need to examine the semantic similarity between any two terms from these two groups.
Here we make use of Resnik [22]’s information-theoretic model
and WordNet to achieve this goal. Since terms (or concepts) in
WordNet are organized in a hierarchical structure, in which concepts have the relationships of hypernym/hyponym, it is possible to assess the similarity between two concepts by comparing their relative position in WordNet. Resnik’s model can
be expressed as follows:
(2)
where
and
are two concepts in WordNet, and
is the set of concepts that subsume both
and , and
is the probability of encountering a sub-concept of . Hence,
(3)
is the number of concepts subsumed by and is
where
the total number of concepts in WordNet. It needs to be noted
that a concept sometimes consists of more than one term in
WordNet, so concepts sometimes do not equate to terms. Since
the result of Resnik’s model is within the interval
, we
9http://wordnet.princeton.edu/

if
if

or
(4)

is the synset of .
where
In the above step, we calculate the similarity values between
any two terms in a concept description and a service description.
We now make use of Plebani et al. [24]’s bipartite graph model
to optimally assign the matching between the terms from each
group. Given a graph
, where
are a group of
vertices and are a group of edges linking between the vertices.
A matching in is defined as
so that no two edges in
share a common end vertex. An assignment in is a matching
so that each vertex in has an incident edge in . Let us
suppose that the set of vertices are partitioned into two sets
(namely the terms in the service description) and (namely the
terms in the concept description), and each edge in this graph
has an associated weight within the interval
given by (4).
A function
returns the maximum weighted
assignment, i.e., an assignment so that the average weight of the
edge is maximum. Fig. 3 shows the graphical representation of
the assignment in the bipartite graph problem. The assignment
in bipartite graphs can be expressed in a linear programming
model, which is

(5)

V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
In this section, in order to systematically evaluate the proposed SASF crawler, we implement a prototype of this crawler,
and compare the performance of the crawler with the existing
work reviewed in Section II, based on several performance indicators adopted from the information retrieval (IR) field.
A. Prototype Implementation
Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the probabilistic model.

B. Statistics-Based String Matching Algorithm
The StSM algorithm is a complementary solution for the
SeSM algorithm, in case the latter does not work effectively
in some circumstances. For example, for a service description
“old mine workings consolidation contractor” and a concept
description “mining contractor”, their similarity value is
according to the SeSM algorithm, which is
relatively lower than the actual extent of their semantic relevance. In this circumstance, we need to find an alternate way to
measure their similarity. Here we make use of a statistics-based
model [25] to achieve this goal. In the crawling process and
the subsequent processes indicated in Fig. 1, the SASF crawler
downloads Web pages at the beginning, and automatically
obtains the statistical data from the Web pages, in order to
compute the semantic relevance between a service description
(
) and a concept description (
) of a concept ( ).
The StSM algorithm follows an unsupervised training paradigm aimed at finding the maximum probability that
and
co-occur in the Web pages. A graphic representation
of the StSM algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. The StSM algorithm
is shown as follows:

We implement the prototype of this SASF crawler in Java
within the platform of Eclipse 3.7.110. This prototype is an
extension of our previous versions presented in [11], [12]. The
Mining Service Ontology Base and Mining Service Metadata
Base are built in OWL-DL within the platform of Protégé
3.4.711. The service mining ontology consists of 158 concepts,
knowledge of which is mostly referenced from Wikipedia12,
Australian Bureau of Statistics13, and the websites of nearly
200 Australian and international mining service companies.
B. Performance Indicators
We define the parameters for a comparison between our
crawler and the existing ontology-learning-based focused
crawlers. All the indicators are adopted from the field of IR and
need to be redefined in order to be applied in the scenario of
ontology-based focused crawling.
Harvest rate is used to measure the harvesting ability of a
crawler. The harvest rate for a crawler after crawling Web
pages is determined as follows:
(8)
where
is the number of associated metadata from the
Web pages, and
is the number of generated metadata
from the Web pages.
Precision is used to measure the preciseness of a crawler.
The precision for a concept
after crawling Web pages is
determined as follows:

(6)

(9)

where
is a concept description of ,
is the number
of Web pages that contain both
and
,
is the
,
is the number of
number of Web pages that contain
Web pages that contain both
and
, and is the Web
pages of metadata that contain
.

where
is the set of associated metadata from the Web
pages for ,
is the number of associated metadata from
the Web pages for , and
is the set of relevant metadata
from the Web pages for . It needs to be noted that the set of
relevant metadata need to be manually identified by operators
before the evaluation.
Recall is used to measure the effectiveness of a crawler. The
recall for a concept after crawling Web pages is determined
as follows:

C. Hybrid Algorithm
On top of the SeSM and StSM algorithm, a hybrid algorithm
is required to seek the maximum similarity values from the two
algorithms.

(10)
10http://www.eclipse.org/
11http://protege.stanford.edu/
12http://en.wikipedia.org/

(7)

13http://www.abs.gov.au/

where
is the number of the relevant metadata from the Web
pages for .
Harmonic mean is a measure of the aggregated performance
of a crawler. The harmonic mean for a concept
after crawling
Web pages is determined as follows:
(11)
Fallout is used to measure the inaccuracy of a crawler. The
fallout for a concept
after crawling Web pages is determined as follows:
(12)
is the set of non-relevant metadata from the Web
where
pages for , and
is the number of non-relevant metadata
from the Web pages for . It needs to be noted that the set of
non-relevant metadata need to be manually identified by operators before the evaluation
Crawling time is used to measure the efficiency of a crawler.
The crawling time of the SASF crawler for a Web page is defined as the time interval from processing the Web page from
the Crawling process to the Metadata Generation and Association process or to the Filtering process, as shown in Fig. 1.
C. System Evaluation
In this section, we will evaluate our SASF crawler by
comparing its performance with that of the existing ontology-learning-based focused crawlers of Zheng et al. and Su
et al., introduced in Section II.
1) Testing Data Source: As mentioned in Section II, one
common defect of the existing ontology-learning-based focused
crawlers is that these crawlers are not able to work in an uncontrolled Web environment with unpredicted new terms, due
to the limitations of the adopted ontology learning approaches.
Hence, our proposed SASF crawler aims to remedy this defect, by combining a real-time SeSM algorithm, and an unsupervised StSM algorithm. In order to evaluate our model and
the existing models in the uncontrolled Web environment, we
choose two mainstream business advertising websites – Australian Kompass14 (abbreviated as Kompass below) and Australian Yellowpages®15 (abbreviated as Yellowpages® below),
as the test data source. There are around 800 downloadable
mining-related service or product advertisements registered in
Kompass, and around 3200 similar advertisements registered in
Yellowpages®. All of them are published in English.
2) Test Environment and Targets: Owing to the primary objective of the ontology-learning-based focused crawlers, that is,
to precisely and efficiently download and index relevant Web information, we subsequently employ the ontology learning and
Web page classification models used in each of the focused
crawlers, namely the ANN model used in Zheng et al.’s crawler,
the probabilistic model used in Su et al.’s crawler, and our selfadaptive model, together in our SASF crawler framework, for
14http://au.kompass.com/
15http://www.yellowpages.com.au/

Fig. 5. Comparison of the ontology-learning-based focused crawling models
on harvest rate.

the task of metadata harvesting and indexing (or classification)
(i.e., the Metadata Generation and Ontology Learning process
in Fig. 1), and compare their performance in this process. It is
recognized that all of these models need a training process before harvesting and classification, since the ANN model follows
a supervised training paradigm, and the other two models follow
an unsupervised training paradigm. Therefore, we use the Kompass website as the training data source, and label the Web pages
from this website for the ANN training. Following that, we test
and compare the performance of these models by using the unlabelled data source from Yellowpages®, with the purpose of
evaluating their capability in an uncontrolled environment. In
addition, by means of a series of experiments, we find that 0.6
is the optimal threshold value for the self-adaptive model to determine the relatedness between a pair of service description and
concept description.
3) Test Results: We compare the performance of the ANN
model, the probabilistic model, and the self-adaptive model in
terms of the six parameters defined in Section V-B. It needs to be
noted that we evaluate the performance of the ANN model based
only on the parameters of harvest rate and crawling time, since
the major purpose of the ANN model is to enhance the harvest
rate, and it does not contain the function of classification. In the
rest of this section, we will present and discuss the test results.
4) Harvest Rate: The graphic representation of the comparison of the probabilistic, self-adaptive and ANN models on
harvest rate, along with the increasing number of visited Web
pages, is shown in Fig. 5. It needs to be noted that the harvest rate concerns only the crawling ability, not the accuracy,
of a crawler. A high proportion (around 40%) of Web pages are
peer-reviewed as non-mining-service-related Web pages in the
unlabeled data source, which is part of the reason that the overall
harvest rates of these three models are all below 60%. It can be
seen that the self-adaptive model has the optimal performance
(more than 50%), compared to the ANN model (around 16%)
and the probabilistic model (between 8% and 9%). This proves
that the self-adaptive model has a positive impact on improving
the crawling ability of the semantic focused crawler, as more
service descriptions extracted from the Web pages are matched
to the learned concept descriptions.
5) Precision: The graphic representation of the comparison
of the probabilistic and self-adaptive models on precision, along
with the increasing number of visited Web pages, is shown in
Fig. 6. It can be observed that the overall precision of the selfadaptive model is 32.50%, and the overall precision of the probabilistic model is 13.46%, which is less than half of that of the

Fig. 6. Comparison of the ontology-learning-based focused crawling models
on precision.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the ontology-learning-based focused crawling models
on recall.

former. This is because the self-adaptive model is able to filter
out more non-relevant mining service Web pages based on its
vocabulary-based ontology learning function. This proves that
the self-adaptive model significantly enhances the preciseness
of semantic focused crawling.
6) Recall: The graphic representation of the comparison of
the probabilistic and self-adaptive models on recall, along with
the increasing number of visited Web pages, is shown in Fig. 7.
It can be seen that the overall recall for the self-adaptive model
is 65.86%, compared to only 9.62% for the probabilistic model.
This is because the self-adaptive model is able to generate more
relevant mining service metadata based on its vocabulary-based
ontology learning function, and thus improves the effectiveness
of the semantic focused crawler.
7) Harmonic Mean: The graphic representation of the
comparison of the probabilistic and self-adaptive models on
harmonic mean, along with the increasing number of visited
Web pages, is shown in Fig. 8. As an aggregated parameter,
the overall harmonic mean values for both of these models are
below 50% (11.22% for the probabilistic model, and 43.51%
for the self-adaptive model), due to their low performance on
precision. Since the self-adaptive model outperforms the probabilistic model on both precision and recall, it is not surprising
that the overall harmonic mean of the former is nearly four
times as high as that of the latter.
8) Fallout Rate: The graphic representation of the comparison of the probabilistic and self-adaptive models on fallout
rate, along with the increasing number of visited Web pages, is
shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the overall fallout rate of the
self-adaptive model is 0.46%, and for the probabilistic model
is around 0.49%. This indicates that the former generates fewer
false results than the latter, which proves the low inaccuracy of
the self-adaptive model.
9) Crawling Time: The graphic representation of the comparison of the probabilistic, self-adaptive and ANN models

Fig. 8. Comparison of the ontology-learning-based focused crawling models
on harmonic mean.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the ontology-learning-based focused crawling models
on fallout rate.

on crawling time, along with the increasing number of visited
Web pages, is shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the ANN
model uses less time than the others, since the ANN model does
not need time for metadata classification. For a comparison
between the probabilistic model and the self-adaptive model,
for the first 200 pages, the former runs faster than the latter.
However, after 200 pages, the latter gradually gathers speed, in
contrast to the relatively fixed speed of the former. Eventually,
from the beginning of 1200 pages onwards, the total time of the
latter is gradually less than that of the former. This gap becomes
larger and larger, as the number of visited Web pages increases.
This is because this crawler is able to use the self-adaptive
metadata association and ontology learning process in the
self-adaptive model to learn new concept descriptions at the
beginning. Afterwards, along with the enrichment of learned
concept descriptions, it needs less and less time to run the
algorithm-based string matching and ontology learning processes. Instead, it runs the direct string matching process only,
in order to implement the concept-metadata matching, which
greatly saves crawling time. Overall, the average crawling
speed for the ANN model is 77.3 ms/page, for the probabilistic
model it is 91.9 ms/page, and for the self-adaptive model it
is 81.5 ms/page. This test result proves the efficiency of the
self-adaptive model for crawling large numbers of Web pages.
10) Summary: From the above comparison of the three
models, it can be seen that the self-adaptive model has the
strongest performance on nearly all of the six indicators, except for a slightly slower crawling time compared with that
of the ANN model. The self-adaptive model outperforms its
competitors several times on the parameters of harvest rate,
precision, recall, and harmonic mean, which shows the significant technical advantage of this model. In addition, in contrast
to its competitors, the self-adaptive model incurs a relatively
lower computing cost while retaining strong performance. Last

Secondly, the relevant service descriptions for each concept
are manually determined through a peer-reviewed process; i.e.,
many relevant service descriptions and concept descriptions are
determined on the basis of common sense, which cannot be
judged by string similarity or term co-occurrence. Hence, in our
future research, it is necessary to enrich the vocabulary of the
mining service ontology by surveying those unmatched but relevant service descriptions, in order to further improve the performance of the SASF crawler.
Fig. 10. Comparison of the ontology-learning-based focused crawling models
on crawling time.
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